Premier Tektites

Bodily Protection and Rejuvenation
From 160 Million Years Ago

What Are Tektites?
The term *tektite* is derived from the Greek word *tektos*, meaning “melted” or “molten.” Tektites are rare, naturally occurring formations of molten, glass-like mineral compounds, up to several centimeters in size, that are believed to have been formed by the impact of large meteorites on the earth’s surface.

The Terrestrial-Impact Theory. The terrestrial-impact theory states that when a meteorite smashed into the Earth, this violent impact melted material from the earth’s surface and also elements from itself and then catapulted the mixture up into the atmosphere for hundreds of miles, flinging small, molten pieces over a large area. When the molten material cooled, it solidified into small, compact, glass-like objects of various sizes.

Tektites cannot be found everywhere on the earth’s surface. They are only found in four strewnfields, three of which are associated with known impact craters.

The Moon Origin Theory. However, some tektite researchers disagree with this popular terrestrial-impact theory; they suggest, instead, that tektites are more likely volcanic ejecta from the Moon.

Tektites contain an extremely low amount of water, having an average water content of 0.005%. This is very unusual since the craters where tektites have formed are believed to have been under water before impact. Partially melted zircons (small crystals) have been discovered inside several tektites. This, along with low water content levels, suggests that the tektites were originally formed under phenomenal temperature and pressure — not normally found on the surface of the earth.

Special Uses of Premier Tektites

- **EMF Protection.** Daily personal protection from artificial, life-depleting EMF sources all around you (such as cell phone towers, power lines, radio waves, computers, cell phones, etc.).

- **Essential When Traveling.** A piece of Premier Tektite is critical to carry when traveling; it protects the body against toxic EMF sources such as airport screening devices. You can walk through them with Tektite in your pockets — they will not set off the airport screening devices.

- **Unseen Monitoring Devices.** Protects your body’s biofield against unseen EMF monitoring devices (such as a store’s or bank’s doorway security screening device).

- **Simply Carry Them in Your Pockets.** Carry one Tektite in each pocket (on both sides of the body) to protect the body from negative EMFs as well as to balance the body’s polarity. *Many people have been impressed with how much better they sleep and how much higher their energy levels are during the day.* Place them near your body during sleep or place them on a night stand near your bed.

- **Sizes of Tektite to Wear.** For a small body size *(under 115 lbs.)*, choose small Premier Tektite pieces to wear; for an average size *(116 – 200 lbs.)*, choose medium Tektite pieces; if over 200 lbs., choose large Tektite pieces. If you are very sensitive *(no matter what size)*, you may want to start by wearing small pieces at first and work up to larger pieces.
Tektites obviously have been melted. This required a **temperature of some 1,500˚ C or more**. In fact, some tektites appear to have been reheated to the melting point by passage through hot gas or a blast of hot gas that passed over it. However, **no terrestrial source of heat is known that could produce such high temperatures**.

Other Theories. Charles Darwin popularized the idea that tektites are volcanic in origin, but this idea was later discredited. Some scientists have also suggested that large comets from the past may have sprayed the Earth with these unusual stones in a close pass-by.

Other researchers have concluded that tektites are actually a special type of meteorite that originated in interstellar space and then collided with our solar system. Other researchers believe that certain tektites were formed when a comet or asteroid struck the Earth millions of years ago, exploding a million tons of molten rock high into the Earth’s atmosphere and into the Earth’s orbit. This material eventually fell back to Earth in a huge shower of “shooting stars” that stretched from Australia to Madagascar and as far north as China, creating strewnfields of tektites.

**How Old Are Tektites?**

The ages of tektites from the four known strewnfields have been determined using radiometric dating methods and are approximately **160 million years old**.

**What’s So Special About Tektites?**

Due to their unique composition (which occurs in no other element found on the earth), tektites emit a beneficial, high frequency radiation. This may be partly due to over fifteen different rare earth elements, including europium, uranium, thorium and dysprosium, that occur in certain tektites.

Junk EMFs. We have found that due to the inherent nature of only certain special types of tektites (called “indochinites”), they are one of only two substances on earth that **cannot be encoded** with artificial, “junk” electromagnetic fields (EMFs). (The other substance is certain forms of magnetite.)

These artificial EMFs, which appear to have a high saturation density in populated areas (emanating from cell phone towers, power lines, radio waves, computers, cell phones, etc.), can disrupt and interfere with the body’s meridian system — a complex network of electromagnetic pathways that govern the body’s natural processes.

Are You Being Zapped Unknowingly? Certain artificial EMF sources, such as an airport metal detector or a store’s doorway security tag scanning device, can have a heavy negative impact on the body’s biofield. Certain sensitive people can often feel the negative effects of these EMFs (e.g., feeling like they’ve been “hit” with negative energy, experiencing a feeling of weakness or tingling sensations on the skin, etc.) when they walk by a device. Because this artificial energy is in the subtle realm, many people are unaware of its harmful effects immediately. (Of course, they may become **very aware** of long-term effects — such as chronic tiredness, chronic health issues, etc. — but may not connect these problems as originating from stressful EMF sources.)

Protect Your Body. By carrying at least one piece of Premier Tektite in your pocket, we have found that the body can be completely protected from the negative effect of these artificial EMFs. Better yet, we have found that when a piece of Tektite is placed in each pocket, it not only protects against these EMF sources but also helps to balance the body’s polarity, thus allowing the body’s natural physiology to perform at a much higher level. This is especially important for those who want high energy levels or who are recovering from chronic health concerns.

**Do All Tektites Have Special Properties?**

No! First of all, we have observed that quite a bit of what is currently being sold as tektite is actually just look-alike, cheap glass — and it is not tektite at all. As usual, we must warn the buyer to beware.

Secondly, in evaluating the different types of tektites, we have found the tektites with the most valuable properties are “indochinites” — which we obtain only from a certain part of the Australasian strewnfield. Although other types of tektites being sold may be genuine, we have found that they do not have the special protective properties that we are looking for.

**Tektites From Ancient Times**

Tektites have been found with other artifacts in archaeological digs that date back thousands of years. Tektites have been prized as special precious objects and have a long history of use in ancient civilizations for many reasons: religious significance, personal protection and power, beauty, physical healing and increased perception and intuition. Because of these unique properties, certain types of tektites have been used in jewelry in Europe for hundreds of years and are making a return today as valuable gems to be worn on the body.
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